In!near!field!sound!source!(ρ!<!1m),!the!listener!himself!introduces!an!amplification!of!the!low! frequencies!due!to!reflections!on!his!head!and!torso.!! However,!as!the!modified!spectrum!depends!on!the!original!sound,!the!coloration!cue!provides! information!on!relative!distance!only,!except!for!the!case!of!a!previously!known!sound!source.! and! real! acoustic! environments! are! relatively! small! and,! therefore,! virtual! acoustics! can! be! used! for! distance!perception!experiments.!However,!the!rendering!of!realistic!auditory!scenes!require!a!room! effect!simulation!for!a!correct!localization!of!sound!source!in!azimuth! [24] !and!in!distance! [25] .!! ! 1.2.'Distance'perception:'visual'cues' #
1.2.1.#Monocular#visual#cues#
The!observer!is!able!to!extract!depth!information!with!one!eye!only,!i.e.!from!monocular!cues.! Occlusion!or!interposition!appears!in!case!an!object!overlaps!another.!The!covered!object!is!judged!to! be!further!away!than!the!completely!visible!object.!Occlusion!is!a!major!cue!for!relative!distance.!! The! size! of! the! visual! object! provide! information! on! the! relative! distance.! A! bigger! object! is! judged!closer!than!a!similar!smaller!object.!However,!as!for!the!intensity!of!a!sound!source,!without! information!of!the!original!size!of!the!object,!size!provides!information!on!relative!distance!only.!! Outside,! aerial! perspective! is! a! monocular! cue! for! object! distance! above! 100m.! This! cue! introduces!an!effect!similar!to!the!atmospheric!attenuation!in!audition:!distant!objects!are!perceived! more!blurry!than!nearer!objects.!! Perspective!is!an!accurate!monocular!visual!cue.!This!cue!means!that!parallel!lines,!e.g.!railroad! tracks,!appear!to!meet!in!distance.!! !
1.2.3.#Binocular#visual#cues#
Proprioceptive!cues!include!two!cues:!the!convergence!and!the!accommodation.!The!two!eyes! synchronously! converge,! i.e.! move! together,! to! look! at! a! given! place! denoted! the! fixation! point.! Accommodation! is! a! dynamic! process! of! the! visual! system! which! is! linked! to! convergence.! Accommodation!enables!observers!to!focus!on!an!object!by!changing!the!shape!of!its!crystalline!lens.! The! object! placed! at! the! fixation! point! appears! sharp! whereas! the! objects! placed! behind! or! ahead! appear!blurry! [26] .!Both!cues!provide!accurate!absolute!egocentric!cues!within!the!personal!space,!i.e.! below!2!m! [1] !since!for!higher!distances,!the!two!visual!axes!are!almost!parallel.! Binocular! vision,! i.e.! by! using! our! two! eyes,! enables! us! to! extract! depth! information! from! the! differences!between!the!image!on!the!left!eye!and!the!right!one.!These!differences!are!induced!by!the! overlapped! fields! of! views! of! eyes! and! enable! to! extract! binocular! disparity.! Binocular! disparity! provides!relative!distance!information.!Visual!objects!that!are!in!front!of!or!behind!the!fixation!point! create! a! disparity! on! the! two! eyes.! From! this! disparity! the! observer! is! able! to! detect! the! relative! position!of!the!objects!compared!to!the!fixation!point! [27] .! Several! studies! reported! that! binocular! vision! provides! additional! distance! information! to! monocular! vision! in! the! personal! space! only! [1,! 3] .! However! Palmisano! et! al.! [28] ! affirmed! that! binocular!disparity!is!an!accurate!relative!distance!cue!for!near!and!far!objects.! !
1.2.4#Visual#displays#
Virtual! reality! applications! make! use! of! specific! interactive! visual! displays,! such! as! Head& In!natural!environments,!auditory!and!visual!distance!cues!are!available.!Subjects!are!thus!able! to! combine! both! cues! to! localize! an! object.! However,! visual! and! auditory! cues! do! not! equally! contribute! to! perceived! distance! [35] .! According! to! Spence! [36] ,! the! congruence! of! the! visual! and! auditory! information! appears! at! two! different! levels:! the! cues! should! be! synchronized! in! time! and! space!and!the!semantic!information!provided!by!the!visual!and!auditory!cues!should!be!coherent.!In! case!the!spatially!disparate!visual!object!and!sound!source!stay!within!a!spatial!window!(more!or!less! large! depending! on! the! direction),! the! visible! target! attracts! the! perceived! sound! localization.! This! specific!mechanism!called!«!visual&capture!effect!»!or!«!ventriloquism!effect!»!introduces!a!significant! bias! of! sound! localization! in! both! azimuth! and! elevation! dimensions! [37] .! Above! this! integration! window humans! are! not! able! to! create! a! unique! and! coherent! multimodal! object.! The! visual! and! auditory!cues!are!thus!perceived!as!incoherent.!! While!some!authors!described!the!ventriloquism!effect!as!a!complete!capture!of!the!auditory! signal!by!the!visual!signal! [38,!39,!40] ,!Alais!and!Burr! [41] !have!shown!that!this!effect!can!be!explained! by! a! model! of! optimal! combination! of! visual! and! auditory! spatial! cues,! where! each! modality! is! weighted! by! an! inverse! estimate! of! its! variability.! Our! ability! to! make! use! of! visual! cues! to! localize! stimuli!typically!leads!to!less!variability!than!our!ability!of!using!auditory!cues!only.!So!when!a!conflict! arises! between! these! modalities,! visual! information! tends! to! bias! responses! to! auditory! stimuli.! However! if! visual! stimuli! were! blurred! so! that! they! would! become! harder! to! localize,! vision! could! become!worse!than!audition,!and!the!illusion!would!work!in!reverse,!with!sound!capturing!vision! [41] .! The! visual&capture! effect!was! more! studied! in! azimut! and! elevation! than! in! distance. One common problem with auditory displays simulated using an headphone is that auditory events are perceived within the head when compared against real environments where auditory events are externalised. This impression is enhanced when the headphone is not equalized, when head movements are prohibited, and when the room effect is poor. If the room effect is enhanced, for example if the reverberation time arises, the "within the head" impression decrease. The fact that the under-estimation of distance was mainly observed when the reverberation time was short could let think that the "within the head" impression and the distance under-estimation are linked. However, several studies about distance perception of audio objects, with other protocols and methods, also showed that apparent source distance reported by participants seem to be more accurate in a reverberant than in an anechoic environment [12, 18, 60] . 
